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NAAPCS

National AfterSchool
Association Professional
Credentialing System

Announcing NAA's Professional Credentialing System
NAA announces the official launch of the NAA Professional Credentialing System, a
competency-based system that enables individuals to personalize and demonstrate their
learning through evidence. The NAAPCS is designed for professionals and leaders, with
varied interests and competence levels. Start earning micro-credentials or learn more about
becoming a professional development provider with NAAPCS today!

LEARN

MORE

TODAY!

naaweb.org/naapcs

TurnkeyPD is a series of staff development
resources that focus on current industry topics.
Each TurnkeyPD includes:
An article and resources with accompanying discussion guide.
Application activities that may be used for self-directed learning or for leadership-led PD.
TurnkeyPD is an Executive member-only resource.

LEARN

MORE

AND

JOIN

naaweb.org/resources/turnkeypd
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GUEST EDITOR'S NOTE

STAY

UP-T0-DATE!

ZAKIR Parpia
Director of Programs
California School-Age Consortium (CalSAC)

I

I found my way to youth development by way of youth sports and was

hooked within the first 20 minutes. Not because it was easy—coaching

WEEKLY
eNEWSLETTER

kindergarten T-ball practice may be one of my more complex assignments
to date—but because I was deeply engaging my mind and my heart at nearly
every turn. These little ones needed T-ball skills: throwing, catching,
hitting, the baseball basics. These skills allowed them to find success and

TOP CONTENT
@ NAAWEB.ORG

kept us safe; the better they were at catching, throwing, and running the
bases in the right direction at the right time, the fewer collisions, tears, and
ice packs. They also needed relationship skills: how to be part of a team, win
and lose, include others, listen and take turns. Every single moment with
these young people was an opportunity to support their development.
I instantly fell in love with the complexity and gravity of the responsibility.
I believe the fundamental principles of youth development—and the

25 CREATIVE WAYS TO ASK
KIDS ABOUT THEIR DAYS

competencies it affords us—are what position us to be fierce, dynamic
advocates for a more just and equitable society. Working with young
people requires us to be creative and structured, loving and boundaried;
to teach and be willing to learn. The work needed to uproot inequities and
imagine our collective liberation requires the resolve, care, and commitment
afterschool practitioners are exercising daily in their programs.
As we, the field of afterschool, embark on this work, I encourage everyone

4 EASY TECHNOLOGY TIPS TO
SUPPORT YOUR OWN PD

to be reminded of what we ask of young people: Be brave, try new things,
be yourself, be kind, be curious and take care of each other. I hope you lean
on your foundational youth development skills and practices to guide your
own exploration, learning, and leadership. The beauty of this work, aside
from the liberation it offers us all, is that we must do it together. Our lives
are inextricably linked. By making the unconscious conscious, we gain an

GETTING YOUTH INVOLVED IN
OUTSIDE-THE-BOX THINKING

immense amount of power and responsibility to one another.
As the late Toni Morrison so wisely reminds us:
“As you enter positions of trust and power, dream a little before you think.”

SOCIAL COMMUNITY
/NationalAfterSchoolAssociation
@NatlAfterSchool
/NA Atoday
/national_afterschool_assoc
/NA AWeb
National AfterSchool Association
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NEWS A N D RESOURCES

VISIT: WWW

Read more about the people, products and programs
featured in this issue of AfterSchool Today!

MORE: HELPFUL RESOURCES

Empower Our Girls: Opening the Door for Girls to

FROM VOICE IN THE FIELD

Achieve More | Changemakers! Practitioners Advance

The Wallace Foundation https://www.wallacefoundation.org

Equity and Access in Out-of-School Time Programs | We

National Summer Learning Project http://bit.ly/TheNSLP

Got This. Equity, Access, and the Quest to Be Who Our

RAND Corporation https://www.rand.org

Students Need Us to Be http://smile.amazon.com/

Summer: A Time for Learning, Five Lessons from School Districts and Their
Partners About Running Successful Programs

Youth Services of Tulsa https://www.yst.org
Camp Fire Green County https://www.tulsacampfire.org

http://bit.ly/TimeForLearning
FROM PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
We Can’t Work Toward Racial Justice and Equity Without Working on

Camp Fire National Headquarters https://campfire.org
Advancing Access to Quality Out-of-School Time
Opportunities http://bit.ly/AdvancingAccessBCF
Brookline Community Foundation
https://www.brooklinecommunity.org
National Institute on Out-of-School Time | NIOST
https://niost.org
The Center for Cultural Agility
https://thecenterforculturalagility.com
Please Understand: Insights for Assisting Vulnerable
Youth https://thecenterforculturalagility.com/pleaseunderstand

Relationships http://bit.ly/CenteringRelationships
Levels of Oppressions http://bit.ly/LevelsOppression
Cultural Humility http://bit.ly/Cultural_Humility
Youth Participatory Action Research | YPAR http://bit.ly/YPARguide
Calling In: A Quick Guide on When and How http://bit.ly/Calling_In
FROM HEALTH | WELL-BEING
Afterschool Alliance http://www.afterschoolalliance.org
Voices for Healthy Kids https://voicesforhealthykids.org
We-Collab https://www.we-collab.com
NAA’s Healthy Eating and Physical Activity http://bit.ly/NAAHEPA2
Health Equity Messaging Resource: Healthy Eating and Physical Activity in Outof-School Time http://bit.ly/HealthEquityHEPA
WORKING TOWARD A MORE EQUITABLE FUTURE
Advancing Access to Quality Out-of-School Time Opportunities in Brookline and the
convening that presented it builds on previous work and conversations, including

Change Impact http://www.changeimpact.net

an initial convening on OST. In 2017, town leaders and providers affirmed the

Equity and Inclusion: An Action Agenda for Youth

needs of all youth and families, and indicated more information was needed.

Development Professionals

A report summary from Brookline Community Foundation highlights and

http://bit.ly/AnActionAgenda

accentuates key data points and findings.

importance of strong OST programs, agreed current resources did not meet the

http://bit.ly/AdvancingAccessBCF

Social Justice Phrase Guide
http://bit.ly/SocialJusticePG

SISTERS INFORMING CHANGE: SUGGESTED
READING

Sisters Informing Change email: jsesser@sccoe.org

Clipped Wings: Closing the Wealth Gap for Millennial Women, (2019) Insight Center
for Community Economic Development http://bit.ly/Clipped_Wings

Engineer for the Week | EFTW

Race to Lead: Women of Color in the Nonprofit Sector

https://engineerfortheweek.fb.com

http://bit.ly/RaceToLead_WOC

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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BOOK REVIEW

WHATAFTERSCHOOL READING
IS

EMPOWER OUR GIRLS: OPENING THE DOOR FOR GIRLS TO ACHIEVE MORE By Lynmara Colón, Adam Welcome
A must-read for girls and for the educators, families, and communities who love them, Empower Our
Girls features real-life stories expressing the value of mentors and role models who aspire to inspire girls.
As part of the village raising today’s girls, we can’t only give them books. Efforts must be intentional and
ensure access to books reflecting their passions and aspirations and challenging the traditional narrative of
who they are and can become. This book identifies our responsibility to affirm all girls by creating spaces
that are unique to their strengths and interests, challenge them to grow, and enable them to thrive!
Contributed by Dr. Sheronda Fleming, Director, NC Center for Afterschool Programs.

CHANGEMAKERS! PRACTITIONERS ADVANCE EQUITY AND ACCESS IN OUT-OF-SCHOOL TIME PROGRAMS
Edited by Sara Hill and Femi Vance (A volume in the series Current Issues in Out-of-School Time, editor Helen Janc Malone.)
Changemakers! is a timely volume that reminds us that, although our nation is becoming increasingly
diverse, we are still grappling with how to live up to the foundation on which the out-of-school time
field is built—providing all youth impactful and engaging learning experiences. In this book, seasoned
practitioners articulate key equity and access issues facing OST professionals, making it a valuable
resource for working to advance equity and access. Find practical strategies to strengthen partnerships,
reach and empower our most vulnerable youth and families, educate funders, and more!
Contributed by Sara Hill and Femi Vance.

WE GOT THIS. EQUITY, ACCESS, AND THE QUEST TO BE WHO OUR STUDENTS NEED US TO BE By Cornelius Minor
This new book creatively presents Cornelius Minor’s take on the educator’s superpower: authentically
listening to youth. His theory-to-practice approach allows us to understand how one adult, in K-12 or outof-school time settings, can disrupt the systems that silence youth voice and marginalize young people. The
approach and hands-on tools presented are applicable to Youth Development Professionals. Creating space
for youth to disrupt the status quo is what we’re all about in OST, making this a must-read.
Contributed by Meg V. Blinkiewicz, Ph.D., Executive Director, Kalamazoo Youth Development Network.

ON OUR READING LIST | ON OUR LISTENING LIST

Contributed by National AfterSchool Association

CELEBRATING DIFFERENCE: A WHOLE-SCHOOL APPROACH TO LGBT+ INCLUSION By Shaun Dellenty
BIASED: UNCOVERING THE HIDDEN PREJUDICE THAT SHAPES WHAT WE SEE, THINK, AND DO By Jennifer L. Eberhardt, Ph.D.
POD SAVE THE PEOPLE https://crooked.com/podcast-series/pod-save-the-people

WHEN YOU PURCHASE VIA AMAZONSMILE, YOU’RE ABLE TO HELP SUPPORT
THE NATIONAL AFTERSCHOOL ASSOCIATION. HTTP://SMILE.AMAZON.COM/
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VOICE IN THE FIELD

BY SARAH SUYDAM |

Graphic © The Wallace Foundation

CREATING
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR ALL
VOLUNTARY SUMMER PROGRAMS

by December and starting to plan no later than January.
Early planning creates an appropriate window for
recruiting and hiring the required number of teachers, as
well as time for families to plan transportation and address
any obstacles or barriers they may encounter.

LESSON NO. 2 Successful summer programs
focus on quality and what’s special about
summer.
Summer represents an opportunity to create learning
experiences that students will never have in any other
setting. To achieve this, consider elements such as
uniform curriculum across program sites, teacher
selection and training, time on task, creating a positive
site climate, enrichment activities, and continuous quality
improvement.

LESSON NO. 3 Districts can have success signing
up families for voluntary programs—if they make
an intensive effort to recruit them.
RAND notes that setting a clear enrollment cutoff date
contributes to higher attendance rates and allows districts
to plan ahead. Improving outreach to families, creating a

C

Children from low-income families lack the same access

to summertime academic and enrichment activities as

welcoming culture, and addressing parental concerns such
as transportation, proximity to home, and other factors
greatly inf luences program attendance.

their more aff luent peers. Voluntary summer learning

LESSON NO. 4 Summer learning can and should

programs run by school districts could help address this

be part of districts’ year-round operations.

opportunity gap.
Summer: A Time for Learning: Five Lessons from School

Districts and Their Partners About Running Successful
Programs—a new report from The Wallace Foundation—

RAND determined that for districts to make funding
and planning for summer a matter of routine, program
leaders should:
•

larger district goals.

offers tips and lessons on how school districts and their
partners can successfully run voluntary summer programs

•

traditionally lost during summer.
The Wallace Foundation-sponsored National Summer
Learning Project included five urban districts and their
partners. A RAND Corporation study of the project

Ensure all relevant departments are represented
in the planning process.

offering academic benefits and enriching experiences, to
help youth from lower-income families make up ground

Build awareness of the program and connect it to

•

Involve expert staff in supporting the programs.

LESSON NO. 5 There are opportunities to build
lasting support for summer learning.
The work of sustaining a summer program is never done.

identified five central lessons that could help other districts

Program leaders should work to build strong relationships

develop and maintain effective programs of their own.

with district leaders such as superintendents, chief
academic officers and funding coordinators—many of

LESSON NO. 1 Early planning is crucial.
RAND recommends committing to a summer program

whom could advocate for summer learning when meeting
with city, state and federal officials.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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STRENGTHENING YOUR PROGRAM

EQUIT Y MAT TERS,
BUT WHERE DO I START?

M

Many in youth development are

committed to the idea of equity, yet
lack the skills to put it into practice.
Though we live in times that require
understanding others more than ever,
we are rarely provided opportunities
to learn and practice the skills needed
to navigate variances among members

happening in between.
Some programs evolved and adjusted

of our human family. Instead, we have

to be inclusive, sometimes translating

been taught to profile groups of people

to “you can come, but you have to

based upon appearances and rely upon

think and act like us”; other programs

Unhelpful Social Narratives (USNs)

are in various stages of dismantling

telling us “who can and who cannot,”

and rebuilding. Agency cultures are

“who should and who should not,”

deeply rooted in written and unwritten

“who ought and who ought not.”

rules, making it critical to realize

Many USNs become default

dismantling and rebuilding does not

messages, filling in missing

happen without guidance, growing

information to assist our brains with

pains, auditing for equity at all levels,

efficient sorting; a great skill for

and sustainable equity planning.

certain tasks, but not for effectively

Meaningful results in youth

serving youth, families and others.

development equity require work at the

Sorting people based upon salient

individual, organization and systems

factors—perceived or assumed race,

levels; they require self-ref lection,

ethnicity, age, gender, physical

vulnerability, difficult conversations,

ability, and other variables—leads

understanding historical and

to misunderstanding, creating a

contemporary contexts, attention to

continuum from disengagement

language and actions, and dismantling

to danger with nothing productive

long-held policies and practices.
Cultural Agility is a pedagogy
that teaches individuals to be their

Agency cultures are deeply rooted in written
and unwritten rules, making it critical to
realize dismantling and rebuilding does
not happen without guidance, growing
pains, auditing for equity at all levels, and
sustainable equity planning.
8
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authentic cultural selves to engage
with the authentic cultural selves
of others—a critical first step for
individuals in this work. There
is no profiling of sub-groups or
treating individuals within a group
as a monolith, but instead invoking,
evoking, and provoking awareness

EFFECTIVE INDIVIDUAL STEPS TO START DEVELOPING
CULTUR AL AGILITY
1. Identif y your culture. My definition of culture is how one lives,
works, learns and plays (Peake, 2012).
• Think: Food, holidays, celebrations, values, traditions, religious beliefs,
relationships, and habits.
• Ask: Where did I learn these things? How do they impact how I see
myself and how I see and interact with others?
• Do: Talk with a friend who does something different than you. Explain why
you want to discuss this—to learn more about yourself and others.
2. Self-evaluate your default messages.
• Think: Stereotypes, media messages, children’s books/games/toys,
messages you heard from adults when you were a child.
• Ask: Why do I believe this to be true? Are these thoughts based upon
lived experiences, or messages I have absorbed without evaluating them?
• Do: Go to a public place and take a walk. As you pass others, let your
mind fill in missing information. Then self-evaluate as to what, how
quickly and why your mind made quick conclusions about strangers,
without sufficient information.
3. Listen to others by calling them in and not calling them out.
of one’s cultural self and how one
shows up in societal contexts. Every
individual is a unique cultural being
(consider the variations between
siblings) and every interaction
is a cultural interaction. Being

• Think: Listen to understand, not to respond or defend.
• Ask: What does this object/person/situation/feeling/thought mean
to you? As the listener, we already know what something means to us;
talking more at this point defeats listening for understanding. A helpful
listening prompt is “Tell me more about that.”
• Do: State your interpretation of what you heard. This will allow for

comfortable with acknowledging

clarification and authentic exchanges. If there is a difference, repeat the

differences and not placing

above prompts.

judgement on them supports trustbuilding and authenticity—essential

These introductory steps are designed to ignite self-awareness and evaluate

components of becoming culturally

USNs to create equitable youth development spaces. Agency evaluation

agile and creating equitable spaces

and change require a commitment of resources, including time, board and

for youth, families and colleagues.

administrative support in word and action, and a collective willingness to

From this place, we can turn our
attention to dismantling …

deliberately push over the Jenga tower and restack with equitable practice as
the foundation.

Written by Marcy L. Peake, MA. LPC, NCC, CFLE, author of Please Understand: Insights for Assisting Vulnerable Youth, a
Western Michigan University faculty member, and founder of The Center for Cultural Agility. Follow her blog: http://bit.ly/blogCCA

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

LE ADING AT THE INTERSEC TIONS
OF LE ARNING AND EQUIT Y

T

“Transform yourself to transform

awareness and habits to nurture a

and learn or unlearn when addressing

the world.” These prophetic words and

program culture that ensures youth grow

individual, institutional, and structural

direct instruction from lifetime activist

in gardens of promise, with all that’s

bias. Curiosity about how bias works in

and author Grace Lee Boggs must be

needed to live healthy, dignified lives.

society and how we as youth workers and

observed with attention, intention

How does a leader build a culture of

educators unknowingly perpetuate or

and humility when building a culture

equity? In Changemakers! Practitioners

maintain bias cultivates cultural humility.

of equity in out-of-school programs.

Advance Equity and Access in Out-

We often don’t know the breadth of

Equity is a process and an outcome that

of-School Time Programs, my Critical

young people’s lived experiences, nor

results in all groups having access and

Youth Development chapter explores my

understand how those experiences are

control over resources and opportunities

journey, in depth, through an equity lens

shaped by institutions they are obliged to

necessary for well-being. To achieve

in an OST college access organization.

engage. Without genuine curiosity and

equitable program environments, we

Three key aspects have supported my

a willingness to engage youth’s wisdom

must do self-work, build relationships

colleagues and me in OST: curiosity, a

about their lives, it is difficult to foster

and address structural bias.

justice analysis and practice.

equity in our programs and ensure staff

These promising practices are
designed to help leaders develop

10
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The curious leader assumes there is
something new to explore, understand,

are not replicating harm inside our
local OST centers and clubs. Curiosity

can drive and sustain commitment to
learning and equity.
Understanding how power, privilege,

NURTURE EQUITY PRACTICE
WITHIN PROGRAMS:
ADDITIONAL TIPS

and oppression operate in society and

•

Stay engaged. Sometimes, the
process is slow going and you can’t
always see growth. Don’t give
up! For those most affected by

Foster brave spaces. Don’t shy

inequity, building and sustaining

effective equity strategy. Many

away from generative conf lict.

momentum for equity work is

youth are subject to multiple levels of

Brave spaces ensure emotional and

essential to cultivating the trust

oppressions, including implicit bias

psychological safety, foster respect,

necessary to do the work.

and unfair policies and practices within

and encourage us to embrace

and across institutions, leading to

discomfort that supports learning.

in youth lives is essential to shaping

•

Examine your bias. Unpacking

“Privilege, for those who have it,

representation in socially constructed

our bias illuminates growth

they are oblivious to it; but for those

phenomenon such as school-to-prison

opportunities, opens us to

who do not, it is painfully obvious.”

pipelines. Effective analysis includes

different perspectives and

Cultivating a culture of equity in our

understanding how the intersection

realities, and allows us to fully

programs means seeing, addressing,

of multiple identities compounds

connect to one another’s humanity.

and eliminating disparities and

unequal outcomes or disproportionate

•

One of my many mentors says,

Educate yourself. Examine

disproportionality in our own backyards.

analysis is used to build program

and investigate historical and

This is integral to our mission and

culture, policies and practice that

contemporary race, class, gender,

commitment to supporting healthy

disrupt disparities in young lives.

sexual identity, and ability

youth, programs, and communities.

experiences of marginalization; this

•

What exactly are we practicing?

narratives. Interrogate dominant

Leading for equity requires a

and uncontested narratives to

continuous improvement mindset.
A disciplined approach to cultivating

explore other truths.
•

Use data. Gather quantitative and

ourselves and nurturing our teams

qualitative information disaggregate

requires us stay curious, practice self-

by race, gender, and other markers

awareness, and build relationships.

of oppression to make harmful

To cultivate curiosity, when faced with

impacts clear. YPAR is a great tool

an entrenched set of assumptions,
we might ask, “What else could be

to engage youth as researchers.
•

Don’t rely on others’ emotional

true?” It offers just enough space to

labor. Do your work! If you have

pause, then pivot on purpose. This

privilege—we all have some—

self-ref lection models—for your teams

take time to explore unexamined

and youth—an openness needed to

pockets of learning left for you to

transform their thinking and behaviors.

excavate. Don’t wait to be called in.

"Transform yourself to
transform the world."
Written by Merle McGee, a youth development and nontraditional educator in New
York City with more than 20 years of experience in the nonprofit sector. Check out her
and other youth development experts in Changemakers! Practitioners Advance Equity
and Access in Out-of-School Time Programs: http://bit.ly/ChangemakersOST

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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ISSUE

A

THE ROLE OF ALLYSHIP

As our collective consciousness shifts, we are seeing more diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) initiatives emerge

locally and nationwide. We must be brave enough to talk openly about the role of white people, and other allies,
in these efforts. Without intentional and explicit practices, tools and frameworks, combined with an unwavering
personal commitment from every ally in a position of power, broader systems will not change. We’ve invited two
white leaders to share the work they’re doing at the personal and policy level to impact and inf luence change.
—Zakir Parpia, Director of Programs, California School-Age Consortium

IN R ACIAL EQUIT Y
Shifting
Personal
Practices
LUPINE REPPERT, DIREC TOR
OF DEVELOPMENT,
CALIFORNIA SCHOOL-AGE
CONSORTIUM

For me, white allyship is a lifelong
journey with no charted destination. It’s

people of color. Consider a commitment
to listen, before speaking.

acknowledging racism is white people’s
legacy and, therefore, our responsibility

Notice and adjust. Make it a practice

to change, in partnership with people

to notice yourself and your interactions,

of color. Many see racism as something

especially with people of color. Allyship

that lives in someone else’s yard; for me,

means paying attention to when we get it

allyship is to look first in my yard and

wrong and learning from it.

contend with how I’ve hurt others and
recognizing the privilege I’ve benefited

Show yourself compassion.

from because others were and are in a

Compassion for self is foundational.

position of disadvantage.

Without it, we may avoid the

Racism thrives on misinformation,

vulnerability required to look,

denial, shame and silence. What change

truthfully, at difficult realities in our

requires of allies is the opposite. We

society and ourselves.

must face the complexity of racism,
acknowledging it’s rooted deep into the

Racism hurts us all, even if at varying

systems of society and ingrained in our

levels. It hurts our ability to individually

cultural practices and everyday lives.

and collectively thrive; it keeps us from

We need to talk about it truthfully and

feeling whole. I’m hopeful that, together,

openly—with love and compassion for

change is possible, but we must be willing

each other and ourselves.

to lean in and be vulnerable, honest and
compassionate for and with each other—

THESE LESSONS I’ VE LEARNED

our shared liberation depends on it.

MAY SUPPORT OTHERS:
Look for opportunities to step back.

12
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Visit http://bit.ly/dismantlingWSC

White folks tend to share more often in

for insight on dismantling damaging

community spaces, sometimes silencing

personal and organizational practices.

Shifting Systems
DAVID S. BEARD, POLIC Y AND ADVOCAC Y DIREC TOR, SCHOOL’S
OUT WASHINGTON (SOWA)

School’s Out Washington has

equity policy screens, locally and

been committed to advancing

nationally, and incorporating

racial equity through training

relevant findings.

and professional development for

The screen is more than

expanded learning providers for

a checklist: It’s a tool to

years; an area for improvement

deliberatively, efficiently evaluate

and growth, however, was our

a policy’s impact and examine

focus on improving and promoting

potential unintended consequences

policies directly affecting children

on underrepresented stakeholders,

of color. In 2015, SOWA and the

including small and culturally

Washington Expanded Learning

based programs and communities

Opportunities (ELO) Network

of color.

developed a Racial Equity

This tool was used over the past

Policy Screen to support our

several years to shape and refine

commitment to advancing racial

legislative priorities such as the

equity, working to eliminate

ELO Quality Initiative, state

structural racism, and effectively

Youth Development Workgroup

serving programs in communities

proposal, and Career Connected

of color and providers of

Learning approach. This process

color. The screen undertakes a

resulted in adding, subtracting,

deliberative process to gain deeper

and amplifying different parts of

understanding of how a policy

the policy agenda to help ensure

will affect communities of color as

new proposals are intentionally

stakeholders, analyze a particular

designed to support youth and

policy to the extent it will or

providers of color. Each year,

won’t advance racial equity, and

SOWA seeks to improve the screen

ultimately assist in development

process and put feedback from

of a policy where racial equity is a

the screen into action. Future

thorough factor, embedded in its

work will include using the screen

intent and impact.

process to raise new advocacy

The screen and key questions

issues and increase participation

were shaped by input from

from communities of color in the

providers of color through

policy agenda-setting process.

discussions, surveys and focus
groups across the state. The

Additional resources to address

tool was further developed by

structural racism are available at:

researching best practices in racial

www.schoolsoutwashington.org

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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PROGRAM PROFILE
BY SARAH SUYDAM

WORKING TOWARD
A MORE EQUITABLE FUTURE
Photos © Jackie
Ricciardi Photography

A

A recent study of the out-of-school time landscape in

Brookline, Massachusetts, revealed substantial inequities in
line with inequities nationwide. The bottom line: Low-income

Out-of-School Time (NIOST), examines the study’s findings
and recommends avenues for improving equity and access.
Working toward an equitable future requires long-term

families and others facing barriers to participation simply do

and short-term strategies that address and dismantle low-

not have the access to OST programming others enjoy.

income communities’ barriers to OST programming access.

Advancing Access to Quality Out-of-School Time

NIOST suggests several steps that could be customized

Opportunities in Brookline, prepared for the Brookline

and applied to uproot inequities, depending on a specific

Community Foundation by the National Institute on

location’s needs.

14
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LONG-TERM: REMOVING BARRIERS
Collect better data about low-income families
and their experiences. To advance equity, OST
stakeholders need a shared understanding of how
disparities play out. Better data would also enable them
to identify priority areas and track progress over time.
Increase awareness and participation
opportunities. Information about OST opportunities
must be communicated consistently, coherently and in
many languages. A shared registration system would also
enhance access.
Engage families in ways and places that work
for them. Families know their own priorities and
interests best, including their transportation needs.
Address cost issues. OST providers collectively
can explore ways to address affordability. One step is to
simplify the complex process of applying for subsidies.
Identif y and replicate promising practices.
Stakeholders can learn from and build on what is already
working in their OST system.

and OST providers can communicate with families
and community members while collaborating among
themselves to make positive youth development a priority
and programming available to all.
Invest in an identifiable face of OST. Resources can
be pooled to create a position, perhaps within a municipal
department, for at least one individual who works with the
community as the representative of the whole OST system.
Start with subgroups and working groups. The
OST galaxy can feel vast. Small groups of stakeholders
can address specific topic areas, age groups or
neighborhoods in service of a coordinated approach.
Engage the bigger systems. Large public
institutions such as school systems, recreation
departments, and libraries wield resources and power that
can support and enhance existing efforts and encourage
engagement across the OST system.
Engage marginalized individuals and groups.
Equity demands full and authentic participation from the

SHORT-TERM: BUILDING ON
EXISTING STRENGTHS

people and groups who experience inequity. The input of
youth and families who participate in OST programming
—or would like to do so but experience barriers—is vital
to the construction of an equitable OST system.

Document and share efforts to address equity.
Organizations and institutions already working to advance

Brookline’s investment in advancing equity in the

equity in policy and practice can document their efforts and

OST system serves as an example for other communities

share lessons learned throughout the OST system.

to commit to a common vision, embrace collective
leadership, and intentionally engage families and youth

Advance community awareness. Systems leaders

on the road to a more equitable future.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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SPECIAL REPORT

DO THE
WORK:
BY SARAH SUYDA M

16
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WHAT EVERY
AF TERSCHOOL
PROFESSIONAL
CAN DO TO
PROMOTE
EQUIT Y

I

In the pursuit of equity

and inclusion in out-ofschool time (OST), it’s
vital to ensure afterschool
professionals are not either
intentionally or accidentally
perpetuating stereotypes and
inequities that hold young
people back from being
successful.
JEN SIACA CURRY,
founder of Change Impact,
recognized the unique
opportunities—and
the potential pitfalls—
afterschool professionals
have to promote equity and
inclusion in their programs.
“About three years ago, I
found myself uncomfortable
with the public conversation
about race, poverty,
immigration, ability,
accessibility and other issues
related to equity,” said Curry.
“I decided I had to
explore these issues from
the perspective of the youth
development field, because
that’s where I felt I could
have an impact.”
Curry, who grew up in
Queens, New York, comes
from a diverse background,
with her father being Puerto
Rican and her Jewish mother
being of Eastern European
descent.
As she was growing up,
Curry didn’t think much
about her family composition
because her neighborhood
was so diverse. As she grew
older, she realized valuing
diversity wasn’t as pervasive
around the country as it was
in her home.
www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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SPECIAL REPORT

Assuming diversity is the
principal of difference and
equality is the principal
of sameness, Curry said,
equity requires us to
actively fix the disparities
faced by some groups and
not others.
“In a truly equitable
situation, everyone gets
what they need to thrive
while the community

otherwise learning more

works to change structures,

about equity and inclusion.

policies and practices that

A deeper understanding of

created the inequities in the

inequity and issues that we

first place.”

may not personally face—

In Equity and Inclusion:

for example racism, sexism,

An Action Agenda for Youth

homophobia, ableism—lays

Development Professionals,

the foundation for taking

Curry proposes significant,

action.

yet simple changes that
out-of-school time (OST)

Check your language.

professionals could take

OST professionals should

to support youth while

create standards for use of

embracing their diverse

inclusive language, among

assets—grant funding not

staff and youth alike.

required.

Statements such as, “I
don’t see color” or “I treat
everyone the same” may feel

Educate yourself, first.

innocuous, but research and

OST professionals should

experience suggest that not

start with themselves:

recognizing individuals’

reading about the history

identities strips them of

of systemic oppression,

their experience and their

following diverse voices

sense of self. The Social

on social media, watching

Justice Phrase Guide from

documentaries, and

The Opportunity Agenda
serves as a good starting
point for shifting language.

“In a truly equitable situation, everyone
gets what they need to thrive while the
community works to change structures,
policies and practices that created the
inequities in the first place.”
18
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Understanding and
overcoming implicit
bias. Most of us genuinely
hold no ill will toward others
and find the idea that we
could demonstrate inherent

preference toward people

Equity-focused

who look like ourselves

recruitment and

difficult to swallow.

professional

OST professionals could

development for OST

minimize implicit biases

staff. OST program leaders

by recognizing that they

should seek to hire a diverse

exist and consciously acting

staff who is willing to engage

differently. This is an area

in ref lection, discussion and

in which staff training

action toward eliminating

could be particularly

discrimination. Additional

effective.

practices could include a
shift in screening processes,

Culturally responsive

explicitly including these

pedagogy in OST

items in performance

programs. Scholars

reviews, peer coaching and

agree: Children learn

more.

best when their identities,
cultures and languages are
reflected in the curriculum

“The idea that there are

they’re taught. Moving

‘haves’ and ‘have nots’

far beyond food and flags,

makes us uncomfortable,

culturally responsive OST

especially for people with

programming allows room

privilege,” said Curry.

for youth to engage with

“It’s important to explicitly

texts, artifacts, projects, and

focus on equity to force

activities that use their own

difficult conversations

cultures to teach them about

and to unpack how we can

themselves and the world.

help or hinder progress
toward a more equitable

Identity-based

program, organization, or

bullying and behavior

community.”

management. Ignoring
identity-based bullying or
treating it the same as other
infractions is a missed
learning opportunity
for everyone. Explain to
youth what identity-based
bullying is. Encourage
youth—and staff—to speak
up when identity-based
bullying occurs. Making
an empowered decision to
address this behavior will
make OST environments
safer for all.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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PROMISING PRACTICES

ENGINEERING FOR
SOCIAL IMPACT: HOW TO START
ENGINEER FOR THE WEEK

T

BY ENGINEER FOR THE WEEK TEAM

“The program was really well-laid-out. Everything from the program curriculum to the modules to the

support by having the different leaders and the different roles. There were Facebook engineers who were willing
to video chat with our students. I believe the way the program was structured made it really fun, really exciting,
and really easy to pick up, whether or not you had technology background, which I think is really important.”
—Bert G., EFTW Facilitator from Boys & Girls Clubs of Hudson County

WHAT IS ENGINEER FOR THE WEEK (EFTW)?

they navigate the professional world by providing
automated professional career advise through a

EFTW aims to demystify the world of tech, empowering

chatbot.

youth to build a working tech product around a social issue
while developing computer science skills. EFTW’s goal is to

•

Check to Check, created by LPS Hayward students

provide youth a cost-free opportunity to explore skills and

to address the issue of gentrification in California.

future careers in engineering. Using project-based learning,

Modeled after Diner Dash, the financial goal

youth utilize Scrum—an agile framework used by real-world

continues to increase as you play the game, as the cost

engineering teams.

of living rises.

BUILDING FOR SOCIAL VALUE
Teams will build a working product to identify and tackle

WHO IS EFTW FOR?
EFTW is an introductory engineering experience for youth

a social issue in their community. Two powerful EFTW

ages 11-plus and can be facilitated by an educator, afterschool

alumni projects are:

leader, community center, or nonprofit staff. The program

•

20

EBONI, created by high school students from Girls

seeks to reach youth who are historically underrepresented in

For Technology. Built to support black youth as

STEM and increase access in our communities.
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RECOGNITION OPPORTUNITIES
We celebrate the hard work and dedication participants

and inspire more creators! EFTW showcases our students’
work throughout our community group, websites and more.

bring to their projects by providing opportunities for
recognition for all youth and facilitators. Impact Award

HOW DOES IT WORK?

Projects who take an innovative approach and build social

EFTW facilitators come from diverse backgrounds

value in their community will be eligible for the chance to

and varying experience levels—no previous technical

receive an EFTW Impact Award, which grants funding to

experience is required. EFTW material is completely open-

a chosen local nonprofit by the winning team.

source; a facilitator simply needs to register on our website
to begin sprinting. Facilitators run EFTW at their site with

CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEVEMENT
All participants receive an EFTW Certificate of

direct support from our Facebook team. Participating sites
receive:

Completion from Facebook HQ , officially recognizing you

•

Getting Started Webinar

for your hard work and dedication to social good.

•

Online Facilitator and Participant Guides

•

Facilitator Community

•

Direct Weekly Project Support

•

Live Engagement with Facebook Engineers

PROJECT SHOWCASE
As students build, it is important we share their success

Are you ready to get started? Join us for our Fall 2019 Sprint, kicking off October 7.
To learn more or register your organization, follow https://engineerfortheweek.f b.com.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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TOOLS YOU CAN USE

HIGH PROGRAM QUALITY =
POSITIVE YOUTH OUTCOMES
Research shows that skilled staff are key to
the afterschool program quality that produces
positive youth outcomes. Click2SciencePD is
committed to providing resources that support
STEM professional development. The NAA
Professional Credentialing System (NAAPCS)
recognizes individuals for competencies that
contribute to the development of high-quality
programs for young people. NAAPCS currently
includes 10 STEM micro-credential badges.
Interested in learning about the Click2SciencePD
online and in-person resources that prepare groups
and individuals to earn micro-credential badges?
Visit http://bit.ly/STEMcred.

TRANSFORM YOUR AFTERSCHOOL PROGRAM
Discover a software solution specifically designed to address the
growth, management and marketing of your afterschool program.
ACTIVEWorks for Classes features:
•

Mobile Attendance Tracking | With cross-device mobile
collection, you’ll know right away if a session is at capacity and who
is a no-show—and have access to historical trends to be analyzed
for future programming decisions.

Photo © ACTIVE Network

•

Marketing and Communications Tools | With integrated email,
social media, and mobile marketing tools—such as drag-and-drop
email templates and narrowly targeted lists—you’ll easily spread
the word about your programs and communicate more efficiently.

•

Program Management and Registration | With 24/7 online
registrations, built-in f lexible payment plan options for parents,
and easily customized student information forms, you’ll build
loyalty, increase registrations and streamline the participant
experience. All while saving time on administrative tasks!

Visit ACTIVENetwork.com/Classes to learn more about how ACTIVEWorks
for Classes could transform your afterschool program and help you reach more
participants.

22
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ROBOTICS FOR YOUNG LEARNERS? YES!
MEET KIBO – THE PLAYFUL STEAM ROBOT KIT
Photos © KinderLab

Looking to add coding, robotics and STEM/STEAM to your afterschool program? Choose KIBO! This screen-free, hands-on
programmable robot kit offers children as young as 4 a fun and creative way to learn to code, but they will think it’s just play!
With KIBO, young students learn in a fun and engaging way. Educators could easily integrate robotics and coding within
their afterschool programs to help engage students in STEAM learning, with support from KinderLab’s comprehensive
curriculum, lesson plans, and activities. KIBO engages a wide range of interests by integrating art, craft and design,
allowing students to transform KIBO into anything: a character from a story, a carousel, a dancer, a helicopter.
Backed by 20 years of child development research, KIBO has proven efficacy in engaging young students to learn
STEAM concepts—and getting them excited about it! Build. Art. Code. Play.

www.naaweb.org | FALL 2019
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SUSTAINABILITY

NURTURING WOMEN
OF COLOR IN THE
AF TERSCHOOL
WORKFORCE

A

Afterschool programs reach hundreds of thousands

of students daily, nationwide. In California, programs
employ a young, diverse, mostly women workforce—
over 60% millennials, over 70% people of color, and more
than 60% women. Similar to the early child care field,
the women of color caring for our youth deserve to be
recognized and valued for their work.
Millennial women today are 37% more likely than GenXers
to live below the poverty line. Almost 44% of millennials are
women of color and face even harsher realities. Racial and
gender biases create barriers to advancement in the nonprofit
field. They are passed up for jobs or promotions despite
comparable or higher credentials, are paid less than men of
color and white men, and more frequently report frustrations
with inadequate salaries.
It is imperative that the afterschool field examine the
impact of race and gender on the aspirations, experiences,
and career advancement of women of color. Using this
intersectional approach can help guide policy development,
identify strategic investments, and grow programs that
support the economic stability and success of women of color
in the workforce. In particular, mentoring, coaching, and
peer support programs can be an effective strategy to ensure
millennial women of color are equipped to lead and thrive in
their work with youth.

A MODEL TO ADVANCE WOMEN AND
GIRLS OF COLOR
Sisters Inspiring Change (SIC) was launched in 2014 to
interrupt barriers for women and girls of color to grow,
develop, and realize their full potential professionally and
personally in the afterschool field. Based on mentorship
best practices, tied to existing leadership initiatives, and
grounded in lived experience, Sisters Inspiring Change
designed a unique, yet scalable cohort-based leadership
development and mentoring model in four California
communities.
Through virtual and in-person sessions, the project
focused on developing the confidence and skills of
emerging women of color leaders while fostering a space
for them to share candid and relatable experiences of the
challenges and opportunities of being a woman of color in
the afterschool field. Discussions ranged from professional
to personal: continuous self-improvement, goal setting,
communication, decision-making, leadership development,
career advancement, and social capital. Throughout and after
the project, participants—“Sisters”—took on positions of
higher leadership and responsibility; asked for and received
performance evaluations and raises; initiated programs for
girls, advocated on behalf of their staff; held courageous
conversations; and created opportunities for other women
of color staff and colleagues.

24
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LESSONS LEARNED
Safe, trusting spaces allow for women of color to show up fully. Sisters described how the unique
community “allowed for women to discuss hardships, gender issues and equality without feeling judged.” Women of
color in nonprofits nationwide describe landscapes within their organizations that undermine their contributions and
experiences. Sisters “puts forward the needs of women of color without needing to justify doing so.”
Peer support and mentoring is powerful. Compared to men of color and white men and women, women of
color are less likely to receive on-the-job mentoring from within their organizations, and more likely to receive it
externally. SIC recognizes the opportunity for women of color to be each other’s support system and advocates. One
Sister describes the relationships built as “a guiding light through adverse moments and uncertainty.” Another says,
“women succeed when we have the resources and support system to do so.”
Youth-serving organizations can be a force for change. Afterschool programs have a unique opportunity
to simultaneously inspire a new generation of young women while lifting up women of color from frontline to head of
the table. One Sister explains that “as women of color rise to higher leadership positions, young people will be able to
connect with women that look like them and believe it’s possible for them to lead.”

CALL TO ACTION
Peer-support affinity groups such as Sisters
Informing Change need to exist in concert with broader
organizational change. Afterschool programs must
commit to addressing internal biases, paying women
fairly, creating transparency around pay scales to expose
discrimination, and in-organization mentoring by
supervisors and other senior staff. Funders must invest
in organizations and initiatives led by women of color.
As one Sister describes, when women of color are
provided with opportunities to thrive, “the ripple effect
and direct impact on young people is inevitable.”

It is imperative that the
afterschool field examine the
impact of race and gender on
the aspirations, experiences,
and career advancement of
women of color.

Written by Aleah Rosario, Foundation for California Community Colleges. Contributors: Gabriela Delgadillo, Saving Our Starfish;
Elvy Pacheco, Beyond the Bell Branch – Los Angeles Unified School District; Julie Sesser, Santa Clara County Office of Education.
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HEALTH

AND

WELL-BEING

HARNESSING HUMAN POTENTIAL
AND COMMUNIT Y TO ADVANCE
HE ALTH EQUIT Y IN OST POLIC Y
BY SARAH SUYDAM

A

ACROSS THE COUNTRY, 10.2 MILLION YOUTH ARE INVOLVED
IN SOME TYPE OF FORMAL OR INFORMAL OUT-OF-SCHOOL
TIME (OST) PROGRAM, DURING SUMMER, BEFORE SCHOOL,
AND AFTER SCHOOL. THOUGH THAT NUMBER IS HIGH,
FOR EACH CHILD IN A PROGRAM THERE ARE TWO MORE
WHO HAVE THE DESIRE TO BE IN A PROGRAM—IF IT WERE
AVAILABLE TO THEM. THROUGH EQUITABLE POLICY, THE OST
FIELD IS ABLE TO EXPAND THE OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE.
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The Afterschool Alliance, in collaboration with Voices for

•

Some parents are unable to dedicate

Healthy Kids and We-Collab, created Health Equity Messaging

enough time for physical activities, as

Resource: Healthy Eating and Physical Activity in Out-of-

they are busy ensuring the basic needs

School Time. This new resource, developed with the help of

of their families are met.

the Out-of-School Time Advisory Coalition on which NAA
served, provides the true meaning of health equity and provides

•

lack of physical activity have a greater

specific talking points, tips, and guidance for advocates to use in

impact on children in low-resourced

articulating a health equity argument to support Healthy Eating

communities, due to the compounded

and Physical Activity (HEPA) standards.
A complete understanding of and familiarity with the
HEPA standards in an OST setting is imperative for those

impact of existing disparities.
•

Increased physical health positively
affects youth mental health and is a

working to advance state level policy that is solution-

positive factor in decreasing the risks

oriented and addresses health inequity.

associated with high stress and trauma.

Implementation of equity policy in relation to afterschool
and summer programs has far-reaching impact. Policies

Health implications of poor diet and

•

Prioritizing funding for HEPA

that account for equity recognize the structural barriers

implementation to low-resource

faced by low-income communities and communities of

programs will increase the qualit y of the

color, increasing long-lasting, systemic change. Without

OST field as a whole.

appropriate funds for training, technical assistance and
grantwriting, low-resourced programs are less likely to be
able to meet HEPA standards, furthering existing inequities
among programs. The equity imperative allows advocates

•

HEPA regulation addresses a need
that cannot be fulfilled through
nonregulator y means.

and those in the field to be more intentional in including and
thinking about how to prioritize children in low-resourced
communities and to strengthen their commitment to ensure
all youth have the opportunity to live a healthy life.
One aspect of the guide focuses on value-based messaging,

Also addressed in the guide is the importance of the mode
of communication used when trying to reach legislatures

which specifically tackles common opposing arguments

and stakeholders, along with tools to help advocates shift

stakeholders or legislatures make. Research conducted by

their language to articulate the intended outcome—without

Voices for Healthy Kids finds there are common human

alienating a specific audience.

values shared across political ideologies: human potential

“We are proud to be part of the working group that created

and community. Using these values to bridge the gap is key

this exceptional resource," said Heidi Ham, NAA vice

to finding common ground—and, ultimately, successfully

president, programs and strategy.

advocating for equity in OST policies.
Additionally, the guide offers useful messaging that,

"We recommend this resource be used by both advocates
working to advance policy supporting implementation of

depending on the audience, could and should be further

NAA’s Healthy Eating and Physical Activity standards and by

personalized. These talking points, expanded upon in the

those seeking a more comprehensive understanding of equity

guide, help lend perspective, empathy and understanding.

and what it looks like in program and policy.”

Using these values to bridge the gap is key to finding
common ground—and, ultimately, successfully
advocating for equity in OST policies.
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TRUE STORY

A SENSE OF
BELONGING
BY SARAH SUYDAM

I

“I never saw this for myself.”
Working with children and connecting with young people wasn’t ever on Ben Matthews’

radar. In fact, youth terrified them—until they took a leap and volunteered at a youth
leadership retreat organized through Youth Services of Tulsa and Camp Fire Green
Country, despite having no youth development background.

“I saw these kids having an experience

further. Their role is supported by a

“I can honestly say the majority of

that was nothing like what I had growing

CAMPER grant—a three-year initiative

information and skills I have to do this

up,” said Matthews, who today serves as

with a goal of better serving and

job successfully I learned from 13- and

the Camp Fire National Headquarters’

removing barriers for three underserved

14-year-olds, and that was because they

first program consultant for diversity

youth populations:

had the space to teach me.”

and inclusion.

•

and belonging.”
Matthews, who identifies as
transmasculine, grew up in a low-

Youth who identify as part of the

Another point of importance,

LGBTQ+ community.

Matthews said, is training and

•

Youth with disabilities.

education.

•

Youth from economically

“They had community, understanding

underserved backgrounds.

“When we’re working with
underserved populations who are often

socio-economical household in rural

This past summer, Matthews traveled

Oklahoma and didn’t have access to

with an assistant to 10 camps to see what

experience—training can help you change

community resources that supported

Camp Fire could improve upon and

your lens and know what to be sensitive

their identity. Their afterschool

lend an increased focus, whether that’s

to. Youth are able to thrive when they

experience as a young person included

updates to camp facilities, overall camp

can see parts of themselves in the adults

faith-based camps and sports.

accessibility, or something else. These

they’re working with,” said Matthews,

efforts included conducting youth focus

noting representation matters.

“I wanted to be a Boy Scout, but

marginalized—if we’re not of a similar

they wouldn’t let me,” said Matthews,

groups so campers could make their

noting that it’s incredible being around

voices heard—something Matthews

showing them that it actually does and

young people today in an empowering

finds integral.

that they can be still be successful, even

environment they didn’t get the chance
to experience while growing up.

“The most important thing you can
do and the best way you can serve youth

“It’s not just saying ‘It gets better.’ It’s

if they’re struggling.”
Matthews is now the adult they wish

is to ask them something and allow them

they could have known as a young

diversity, inclusion, and equity, and

to have some ownership and leadership

person: an adult helping youth thrive in

Matthews’ position takes things even

within their own programs.

their individual truths.

Camp Fire has a long history of

Written by Ben Matthews, the first program consultant for diversity and inclusion at Camp Fire National Headquarters.
Preferred pronouns: they/them/theirs
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